
A 108-foot-wide sculpture of a vulva built into a hillside in northeast Brazil seeks to defy phallocentric and anthropocentric views of Western society, according to its artist, Juliana Notari.She created the massive, bright red
land artwork, titled Diva, on the grounds of the Usina de Arte, a former sugar mill transformed into an arts incubator in the town of Ã•gua Preta in Pernambuco. The piece was conceived during a residency organized by
the Usina de Arte and the Museum of Modern Art Aloisio MagalhÃ£esÂ (MAMAM). Diva, made of reinforced concrete and resin, was hand-sculpted by a team of more than 20 people during a period of 11 months. As the
artist explains in a Facebook post, a nearly 20-foot-deep hole in the ground also had to be dug by hand, as the use of a mechanical excavator would have compromised her vision of intricate, sloping reliefs.A nearly
20-foot hole in the ground had to be dug by hand by a team of assistants.In a statement about the project, Notari notes that her piece is more than a likeness of genitalia. Its design, resembling a gaping gash in the earth,
is also meant to reflect on the violence inflicted on the female body as well as on the environment. If it was just a vulva, I would have built the labia and the clitoris as well, Notari said. It is also a wound. The moment it
appears,&nbsp;the piece&#8217;s field of interpretation is opened up to different dimensions, just like the exploitation of the earth by capitalism.Clarissa Diniz, an independent curator based in Brazil, wrote in Revista
Continente that the sculpture is an open wound that has been bleeding for a long time in the artist&#8217;s works. References to fissures, cuts, and excavations have recurred throughout Notari&#8217;s practice for over
two decades, Diniz notes.Notari putting the final touches on her massive land art piece Diva. The artwork has predictably sparked outrage from conservative groups in Brazil. Olavo de Carvalho, the right-wing writer
known for helping President Jair Bolsonaro develop his extremist philosophies, mocked the sculpture in a characteristically offensive tweet. As though anticipating the backlash, Notari said in her statement that the issues
raised by her sculpture &#8212; particularly the human-led destruction of the environment and gender-based oppression &#8212; have become increasingly urgent. Bolsonaro&#8217;s presidency has been marked by
climate denialism and overt sexism and homophobia, among other pernicious ideologies.The artist notes that her piece also resembles a wound in the earth, recalling the violence inflicted on the environment.Fortunately,
Diva has also gained a loyal following, and Notari has received expressions of support from fans all over the world, including a heartfelt message from the Vagina Museum in London.We adore Juliana Notari&#8217;s
DIVA sculpture, and send her solidarity and love for all the hate she&#8217;s received from the far right, tweeted the museum.  Join us the first Thursday of each month for a free online screening of rarely seen short films
and videos from the Smithsonianâ€™s collection, followed by live conversations with the artists and Smithsonian curators.&nbsp;Since the invention of the moving image, women have created films and videos that have
changed how people see and experience the world. Throughout 2021, the Smithsonian will celebrate the breadth of women-made films and videos through a monthly series called Viewfinder: Womenâ€™s Film and Video
from the Smithsonian. The first six programs will consider the theme of inner worlds â€” a timely topic as the global pandemic continues to confine many people to their homes. Featured programs will highlight issues
directly addressing domestic interiors, including childcare and labor, while others explore the emotional experiences that shape private lives. This series is presented by the Smithsonian American Womenâ€™s History
Initiative, Because of Her Story, in collaboration with participating Smithsonian institutions.***Series ScheduleAll programs take place at 5:30pm (EST) via Zoom.January 7 â€“ Ingrid Wiegand, Julie Finch: On Loft Life and
Space-Making in the 1970sIn collaboration with the Archives of American Art.&nbsp;February 4 â€“ Joan Jonas: The Inner Worlds of VideoIn collaboration with the National Portrait Gallery and Smithsonian American Art
Museum.&nbsp;March 4 â€“ Zina&nbsp;Saro-Wiwa: On Mourning and MemoryIn collaboration with the National Museum of African Art.April 1 â€“ Margaret Salmon: On Motherhood and the EverydayIn collaboration with
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden.May 6 â€“ Zora Lathan and Iman&nbsp;Uqdah&nbsp;Hameen: On Black InteriorityIn collaboration with the National Museum of African American Art and History.June 3 â€“
Leslie Thornton: On Imagining IsolationIn collaboration with the Smithsonian American Art Museum.***For more details and to register, visit womenshistory.si.edu. A museum in Richmond, Virginia that bears the family
name of Edward V. Valentine &#8212; the American sculptor behind numerous Confederate monuments &#8212; wants to exhibit a statue of Jefferson Davis created by the artist that was toppled during Black Lives
Matter protests last year. The museum, known as&nbsp;the Valentine,&nbsp;has petitioned the city of Richmond to let it display the sculpture as it was found, graffitied and tipped over, as part of efforts to confront its
problematic legacy, reports the Washington Post.â€œActually bringing that statue back to the spot where it was created has a unique power to it,â€• museum director Bill Martin told the Post. â€œWhen you think about
the creation of the Lost Cause myth â€” it was built around this particular spot in this garden at the Valentine.â€•Valentine&#8217;s Recumbent Statue of General Robert E. Lee in the Chancel of Chapel of Washington
and Lee University. (Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Jean Blackwell Hutson Research and Reference Division, The New York Public Library via NYPL )Born in 1838 in Richmond, Valentine studied art in
Paris, Italy, and Berlin with artists such as Thomas Couture and August Kiss. Upon his return to Virginia in 1865, he staked a claim as a sculptor of notable Southerners, in particular Confederate figures. In addition to his
statue of Davis previously on Monument Avenue, Valentine is known for Lee Recumbent, a likeness of Robert E. Lee currently housed in the general&#8217;s mausoleum in Washington and Lee University in Lexington.
Valentine also designed the Lee sculpture that was removed two weeks ago from the Capitol building in Washington, DC, to be replaced with one of civil rights leader Barbara Johns. By immortalizing these icons in bronze
and stone, Valentine contributed to the iconography of the Lost Cause that is now undergoing revision as the nation grapples with its history of slavery and anti-Black violence.Today, the artist&#8217;s studio is part of the
Valentine, a museum founded in 1898 by the artist&#8217;s brother as the Valentine Richmond History Center to document the city&#8217;s 400-year history. The sculptor served as the institution&#8217;s s first
president from its opening until his death in 1930. Its collection totals more than 900,000 objects and includes both personal items, such as toys and furniture, as well as rare materials and Native American artifacts.
Jefferson Davis was the president of the Confederate States of America during the Civil War and a fervent supporter of slavery. His statue is one of four racist symbols taken down from Monument Avenue so far by both
demonstrators and city officials. In an effort to reimagine the infamous Richmond boulevard, best known for its statues commemorating the Confederacy, Governor Ralph Northam has tasked the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts with finding artists to create new public art commissions.The plinth of the Jefferson Davis monument in Richmond, VA after the statue was removed. (photo by Rain0975 via Flickr)In the wake of the state and the
nation&#8217;s overdue reckoning, the Valentine is working to rethink its mission. According to the Post, the museum has hired Josh Epperson, a Black, Richmond-based consultant, who is working directly with
community members to gather feedback and ideas. Meanwhile, curators at the museum are delving into Valentine&#8217;s life, work, and personal views. They found that he produced several figures reminiscent of
â€œpickaninnyâ€• aesthetics: racist caricatures of Black children, including one of Henry Page, a man who was enslaved by the Valentine family. The museum hopes to reopen the artist&#8217;s studio in 2022 with a
new exhibition that centers these findings, explores the consequences of racist symbols, and, ideally, includes the dismantled Davis statue.â€œWhat this place proves is that people and institutions can change, Martin told
the Post. We havenâ€™t changed enough. We have lots of change ahead of us. But we have this particular opportunity in this particular moment, and these stories need to be told.â€•  As 21st-century beings,
we&#8217;ve become quite used to being glued to our screens, but for many of us the coronavirus pandemic has intensified the amount of time we spend scrolling and virtually connecting with people far away. This is
something that Suzanne Lacy â€” a pioneer of socially engaged, feminist art â€” has been thinking about with her students at the University of Southern Californiaâ€™s Roski School of Art and Design. Rather than dwell
on the internet&#8217;s more negative, voyeuristic qualities, Lacy&#8217;s class focused on how observing other people through a screen can help us become more empathetic and aware of each other&#8217;s
practices, and realities. On Thursday, January 14, this group of MFA students and artists will share a series of performances â€” cleverly titled Come a Little Closer â€” that offers generous windows into a wide range of
cultures, religions, and communities. In Rakta Mikvah (Blood â€“ Mikvah), for example, Vrinda Aggarwal and Gabrielle Shira Broome will perform each other&#8217;s respective religious rituals, one Hindu and the other
Jewish. In Karaoke Xâ€™mas, Diane Williams will delve into a favorite Pilipinx national pastime, karaoke. Come a Little Closer will also feature special guests Nao Bustamante (the director of MFA Art at USC Roski) and
Marcus Kuiland-Nazario, who will present a glamorous and kitsch video memorializing the TV icon and astrologer Walter Mercado. Check out the complete lineup for the event, organized by 18th Street Arts Center, here.
When:&nbsp;Thursday, January 14, 5â€“6:30pm (Pacific)Where: ZoomMore info at 18th Street Arts Center   When anyone accepts a position at the California Arts Council (CAC), one of the first documents they sign is a
â€œDuty Statement.â€• This is a list of commitments, job responsibilities, and includes the core values and mission statement. It reads:The California Arts Council values diversity at all levels of the organization and is
committed to fostering an environment in which employees from a variety of backgrounds, cultures, and personal experiences are welcomed and can thrive. The CAC believes the diversity of our employees and their
unique ideas inspire innovative solutions to further our mission of bringing arts and creativity to all Californians.But when it comes to the arts program specialists, I and several of my former colleagues found it to be a
space that causes fear of retaliation, targeting and silencing, and where leadership lacks accountability.Hired as an arts program specialist, I managed over 700 grant documents, analyzed data on the arts and culture
field, and developed grant guidelines. After being forced to move to take up this position during the current pandemic without relocation support, I resigned due to what I found to be a hostile work environment at CAC.
During my time there, I recorded that numerous grants were awarded without signed letters of agreements; a Latinx organization complained they were dissuaded from applying to a grant by CAC white staff; and often
grant budgets were unbalanced between operational funds and equitable hourly wages for teaching artists, many times favoring the operations rather than the artists.All of these actions were specified as unacceptable in
the CAC grant process and they led to interpersonal work disagreements, low staff morale, and address what several of us saw a culture of white supremacy at CAC. In July of 2020, I was directed to approve â€œfinal
reports without reviewing them and advised not to raise questions about these practices by the director of program services. All of these issues contributed to the fact that nearly 68% of CAC funding through 2020 was
provided to arts organizations that are led by whites.In September of 2020, a colleague was internally reprimanded by staff management for emailing council members without leadership approval regarding policy issues
that could impact the arts programs negatively. As a res
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